
hr. 4olui Easland 	 U/13/92 
5530 Eastbourne Dr. 
Springfield, Va 22151 

Dear thbbn, 

Thanks for telling ne about th! soWcalled "Special aeport" in the 110K assassination 

in the 0/17 U.S.New and World 1.(eport, I got it laat evening, read it once, marldng it 

with a highlighter and a bit early even for my early starts wrote Hel Elfin, copy enclosed. 

after I returned from my walking I torn the page:; out and skimmed the rest of the magazine. 

Not much to it for b2.50+. 

I doubt that I'll get oven an indignant response from Elfin. Or anypne else, including 

the authors who I have trouble believing were MA aware of the legitimacy of some of the 

criticism I made while they were writing that dreadful, lying sycophancy. 

Gan you believe that mature men with any con: on sense at al),&)uld not realize that 

it is not relevant to the actualities to say that a bullet is slowed down in passing 

through a substitution for JFK's neck andrelOnnally's chest, each separately, without A 
any reported substitution for Connally's wristraoes not indicate that one bullet could 

tvensit all that tissue but that if it did, that does not moan it had the power left to 

tour several inches of his thigh? Should not anyone with any coition sense at all have 

wondered wh

y 

 i there were these two separate tests and none to du-lleftta that what is 

attributed to that bullet was possible? 

I did not mention this or so many other points so incompetent and dishonestly dealt 

Ath and did not send him a copy of the shirt-collar picture because having done this they 

are not about to suddenly got honest and I'd rather reserve the Public use of that picture 

for whore it nay do some good. 

Interacting if not provocative that this unthinking, irrational approach is that of 

the ]lay J1114: the 1.arren Report was right because it says it was right and for no other 

reason, none being needed. 

On JANA, my draft of the book, Uwenty-Eight.ffears of jilence,has  been considerably 

slowed by the instruction of my doctor at theffohne 'opkins research campus not to six 

go to sleep before 10 and not to take nape until I see him after a month, the month ending 

the 26th. That is not getting me any more sleep and often an last night, it yields less. 
But I do have sore than half of it drafted. prone says it iu powerful and at the sane time 
notes he is not impartial. (I'm not to think or road on the subject from suppertimo on, too.) 

I look forward to hearing what you learn about Operation Strongback or Strong Back, 

it appearing both ways in the transcripts of tens simony. 

uur best! 


